
My Background (Tapani Raiko)

• 2001 Master’s thesis on deep learning (see JMLR 2007)

• Gaussian prior over a hidden representation

• Stochastic decoder network (no encoder)

• Unsupervised layer-wise training with variational Bayes

• Extension to variance modelling (=heteroscedastic)

• Computationally heavy, not-so-great performance

• 2002-2009 Relational & other latent variable models

• 2009- Concentrating on deep learning again

• (wish me luck for becoming an assoc. prof. next week)
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Sensitivity to Sparsity of Data

Dense data sets are more difficult to learn.

Example: RBM trained on MNIST vs 1-MNIST

MNIST 1-MNIST

MNIST vs 1-MNIST: Same structure, different

representation

Training RBM is not invariant to representation

Some lessons learned



Some lessons learned
• Boltzmann machines (used to) require wizardry

• Standard gradient is not invariant to representation 
(Cho&al Neural Computation 2013)

• Monitoring and visualizing is important 
(Berglund&al ICONIP 2013)

• Even back-propagation of MLPs can be improved 
(Vatanen&al ICONIP 2013)

• For broader use, there is a need for usable software

• However, methods are still developing (too) fast

Fig. 4. MI-measure of a DBM with two layers of hidden units without pretraining (left) and with
pretraining (right)

6 Discussion

We propose using mutual information between the observation vector and a single hid-
den unit (MI-measure) for evaluating the importance of individual hidden units of a
Boltzmann machine. Following the progress of this measure during training would be
useful at least for noticing situations where some of the units are not useful at all. We
demonstrated several cases where it could happen. Firstly, training a large RBM with
traditional gradient can include a lot of inactive units. Secondly, when an RBM has al-
ready learned a representation of the data, and new units are introduced in it, it is rather
difficult to make them useful. Thirdly, when training deep Boltzmann machines without
layer-wise pretraining, all the neurons in especially the upper layers might be useless.

We found that the MI-measure should only very cautiously be used as such to rank
neuron importance among the active neurons, since it rather serves as an upper bound
of importance. This might be due to at least two phenomena: Firstly, the MI-measure
ignores the interaction among hidden units, and Boltzmann machines produce very dis-
tributed representations of data since each unit can only retain at most one bit of infor-
mation. Secondly, it is well known that sparse representations perform well especially
for classification tasks [17]. Sparse features have a lower entropy, and Fig. 3 shows that
units with lower entropy tend to have a lower MI-measure, too. This would suggest that
perhaps some combination of entropy and MI-measure could be used as a more accurate
measure of usefulness in the future. Another direction in which to continue the work is
to study the mutual information of the latent representation and class labels, assuming
they are available. This has been proposed as a learning criterion by Peltonen and Kaski
[18].

MNIST Autoencoder
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Proposed Transformations
• Consider an MLP-network with a shortcut mapping C

yt = Af (Bxt) +Cxt + !t,

• Supplement nonlinearity with auxiliary variables !i and "i

fi(bixt) = tanh(bixt) + !ibixt + "i

• Ensure that output is zero-mean and zero-slope on average
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and compensating the change by updating the shortcut mapping C

Motivation

•Transformations do not change the model, but the optimization

• Fisher information matrix is closer to a diagonal
because it contains terms with fi(·) and f !i(·)
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•Traditional gradient is thus closer to a natural gradient
and parameters are more independent

• Side e!ect: nonlinearity does not saturate # avoid plateaus
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Error against learning time

• Test errors after 15 minutes as regularization methods are included:

regularization none weight decay PCA noise (150 minutes)
original 1.87 1.85 1.62 1.15 1.03
shortcuts 2.02 1.77 1.59 1.23 1.17
transform. 1.63 1.56 1.56 1.10 1.02
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Histograms of !i and "i in the first hidden layer. Examples of fi(·).

MNIST Autoencoder
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Error against learning time

•Results after 1000 minutes of CPU time
Compare to Hessian-free optimization (Martens, ICML 2010)

linear original shortcuts transf. Martens (2010)
training error 8.11 2.37 2.11 1.94 1.75
test error 7.85 2.76 2.61 2.44 2.55

# of iterations 92k 49k 38k 37k ?

Implementation Details

• Learning algorithm: Stochastic gradient with momentum

•Transformations done initially and after every 1000 iterations

• Soft-max for discrete outputs

•Normalized random initialization, shortcut weigths to zero

• Learning rate decreased linearly in the second half of learning time

•Regularization: PCA in classification, weight decay, added noise to inputs

Discussion

• Simple transformations make basic gradient
competitive with state-of-the-art

•Making parameters more independent will also
help variational Bayes and MCMC

• Could be initialized with unsupervised pre-
training for further improvement

•How about doing classification and autoen-
coder as a multitask?

Reconstruction error against learning time



Why unsupervised pre-training?

• Deep neural networks have lots of representational 
power

• It is easy to (over)fit to training data

• Learning will converge close to the initialization

• Another way to lessen overfitting is to use stochastisity

• Unsupervised learning is useful for handling missing 
values

• E.g. handling a partially occluded image



Future: Making HMM obsolete?

• Memory capacity of a standard Hidden Markov Model is 
one discrete variable (no generalization)

• Memory capacity of a recurrent neural network is a 
continuous valued vector (interpolation&extrapolation)

• => Huge potential for improvement

• E.g. speech recognition systems are built around HMM 
and improved gradually for dozens of years

• Now we see hybrid approaches (part of an existing 
system replaced with deep learning)



Future: Towards even bigger models
• Unique type of an optimization problem 

(huge dimensionality, pathological curvature, ...)

• Lots of room for improvement in optimization

• Limitation: Model should be stored and trained on a 
single computer?

• Store parts of models on different computers

• Requires lots of communication

• Train approximate copies of model on different comp.

• How to minimize communication?

• How to guarantee good behavior?



Future: Modeling Relations
• Deep learning from relational data

(Raiko ICANN 2005, Lodhi ICONIP 2013, Liu et al. 
ICONIP 2013)

• Finding relations, e.g. image understanding
“Cat chases a mouse”

• Currently state-of-the-art finds “cat” & “mouse” but 
not “chase” (and especially not the whole sentence)

• Big innovations awaited in 

• segmentation 
(for separating individual objects, sound sources etc.)

• understanding relations (third-order connections etc.)



Future: AI & Robotics
• For something to be considered intelligent by people,

lots of basic understanding of the real world is required

• I think browsing the internet is not enough
(Who writes “you empty a mug by turning it over”?
“white swan”: 3M hits, “black swan”: 11M hits)

• You learn segmentation easily by pushing objects around
(things that move together belong to the same object)

• I think learning to interact with the world and with 
people requires embodiment in a robot and a 
“childhood” of playing around and actively studying stuff
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